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THE COVARIANCE STREJC1URE OF EARNINGS
AND THE ON-THE-JOB TRAINING llYl5OTll[SlS
BY JOHN C. HAUSE
!ltonun capital invt'clnienl and its returns are hasiiallr tniertemporal processes.Uuueis'r.
most empirical studies oJ these pmCesses hoie been limited to cross-sectional data that pro-
ride little or no information on the actual lw/iage of earnings 01cr tIme as niatufesied in
individual earnings profiles. In this studt a s.'atictical ,nethodologt is developed for analv:tng
cohort time series data on earnings, and It15 theti applied to a simple aim/el th'cigiii-'d to
throw sonic light on the potential empirical imponanci' of tile hypothesis that srstenzoitc
di/li'rences in on-the-job training ( Of/i lead to sig,iifica,t; di//eren ci's in ini/,viiival earn!ng.s
profiler i/u' study illustrates the central role p/a red hr t/u ems rutnie structure of earnings
whe,i these hypotheses are explored isith time series dataihe statistical analisis leads to
reasonable upper-howul estimates o/ thelicpi'rSioJi of earnings profile slopes that indicate
enipiricallv relevant systematic th/ferenees in the pro/i/es home cia/emits is also presented
i/ia! indicates there is signiftcantlr less relative isriamu ciii discounted earflingprofiles thou
in relative earnings for a single rear. Both conclusions are omzis tent lilt/i t!ie Oil model,
-I NTROI)U("iR)N
The deternilnation arid explanation of statistical properties of the earnings
profile are becoming local points of research by economists interested in
the distribution and life cycle history of earnings. The first-order statistics
(profiles of mean earnings as a function of labor force experience or age)
have been studied extensively, both because of their central role in esti-
mates of the returns from investments in human capital and because the
requisite data have been relatively easy to obtain. Synthetic profiles of
earnings for groups classified by years of education and adjusted for dii-
*Iniijal research on this topic is as; Funded ha National Science loutidation grant
(GS-3 1334) to NBER for research on the dctcrniinanis of the disirihution at income
and earnings. Additional work and eompleiion sserc supported bs National Institute of
Education (U.S. Office of Education) Grant DEG 0-72-1569, NIL Project 2-0680. None of
these institutiOns has ottieiallv rcvicsscd or approved this is ork or its conclusions.I am
greatly indebted to Chris Sims for comments that has e deepIinfluenced nis thinking about
the theoretical and statistical inipl:eations ot the basic model, and to Urban Norlen for
resolving much of the gcncraliied cast squares (GIS) estimation procedure and carrying
out ihe GUS and parametric calculations. 1A l.i!lard and Yoram \\ ciss provided several
very useful technical and expository conln?enis is hen theread an earlier version. Itisa
pleasure to acknowledge the cooperation of Sten Johansson and Ingalill Eriksson. ss ho
made it possible for mc to usea special data tape created hs the latter for thLignkom-
stutredning studs in Sweden. Thanks arc also due to (loran Ahrnc. ssho assembled the
income data for those horn in 1936 1941. The studs ha'S also benefited from thealuahle
research assistance of Karlis Goppers. and from ssork by Eiioii t\mit, Lars Anlir. Edward
Eagerlund. and Lars LIve Larson, ss hi) carried out eomputiiions at sarious stages.It has
also been improved sign ihcantis by the careful editing of Ester N! oskoss ittIalone a ni
responsible for conclusions and errors, hut because of the eompksits of the income profiles
the empirical anihiguits e;in he p;irtls attributed to the data.
flsI
fereitees inerw1,! ehaetci-istics have beeneOnSIrueLccl fromcross- seeioital data. Ihese profiles bun (lieprimary enipirical hasis foresj- inatina internal rates of return frontschouline. Economists havegeneralIy iilterpretcd the inverted U shape of theprofiles as relieetint thegross th oi pioductisitwith experience (andinvestment), whichisincreasingly Counterbalanced by depreciation andobsolescence Mincer (1970,1974) has strongly cntphastied thepotential Significance ofpost-seh()l incest- ments in increasing an individual'scarninus capaciEy the primarylOcijof his study has beenon the role of On-the-job-train ing (OJT).
Data on the mean earningsprofile of a cohort combinedwith stati tics ol the variance about thatprofile (as a function ofeXperience or age) are adequate for raising andresolving some significantquestiotichut leave uilansss ered thecentral issue of lios theindividual Profilesare dis- tributed about thegroup mean. That issueis important for at leasttwo reasons: First, inestmcn ts inhuman capital usuallymodify the entire subsequent earrtii's profile.The dispersion of earningslr a singleear i5 due to a cornrnnatio,i of systcmatictransitory, and Compensatorycompo- nents that arc dilulet,lt todisentangle and to relateto specific investnlents by the individualThe risk due to dillrentpayoffs froni suchinvestments is much tiloreadequately reflected by thedispersion of lifetimeearnings (e.g., as measuredby the variance ofthe logarithm of thediscounted earnings stream) than bythe earnings dispersionof one year.' Inprinci- ple, the variance oflifetime earningscan he partitioned intothree distinct components, One containing
sstcI11a(ie elements perceivedby a person prior to an investmetitin h unian capital,another containingsystemajc elements not anticipatedand a third Containing"random" factors,Hoss- ever, these questions andthe question oflifetime earningsvariance can be ansssered directly only withinforniation on theautocovariance structure of earnings. Aiupper bound on thevariability of lifetimeearnings can be obtained consistents ith knowledge of thestandard deviationof earnings as a function ofage, since the discouri(c.dvalue of the lattermeasure is the least Upperbound of thestandard deviation of(discounted) lifetime earnings.2 Unfortunatelythe lower boundof discountedearnings based
This issue is diseussedin greater detail in Hause(1974) 2Th loser-ho,,,idestimate of zero isapproached for example, ifs orking lifetime is divided lnta large number of periodsbetneen which thereis nocorrelation of earn ines ] he upper boundcited in the textis obtained from IJause(1974) on the basisof a proof sketched bSimslet, be earnings as a functionof age,1;,,the corrcspo),1d ing meal, earnings asa (Unction ol age; andp the constant diseou0t factor.
fJ_PIIF(-p21lJ2d}2
= /Ee'-M )J2I/2lEfe"(v - )I'2d:r
//E[e'(s,- p,)e' (x1 -p, ]didt'
336on cross-sectional earnings data is zero, and these bounds are far toowide
to he of much interest. Fragmentary data reported in past stutIiereveal
that earnings over time have substantial au tocorrelatiori, butitISCoil-
sidei ably iestIiai unity; so jicither hound is satisfactory for our needs.
Second, data on individual earnings profiles can also help ii nravel the
effect of human capital investments on the lift cele of earnines. At
present, "optimal progranis'' of human capital investment aic not well
understood, partly because only very limited information is at hand on the
substitutability and complementarity of the diflerentinvestments.In
studies of American data (e.g., Mincer 1974, Chap. 4) a strong positive
association has been established between the level of schooling attainment
and the slope of the mean earnings profile, as well as with the number of
years over which the profile continues to have asubstantial positive slope.
The mean profiles do not reveal the extent to which schooling and on-the-
job training may he partial substitutes; this information would he useful
for measuring the importance of differences in investment opportunities in
determining total human capital investment.
Direct empirical investigation of these topics is possible with individ-
ual data covering a long segment of the lifetime earnings profile, from
which autocovariances can he computed. Although scattered pieces of
evidence on autocorrclations of earnings and of income have been re-
ported, e.g., Friedman and Kuznets (1954). l-lanna (1948). Mcnders-
hausen(1946),Thatcher(1971),the populations on which the resultstre
based are usually heterogeneous in age and education. Hence, these cor-
relations are weighted averages of different segments of earnings (or
income) profiles from cohorts with differing schooling attainments, and
are consequently difficult to interpret. Finally,little seems to have been
done systematically to exploit the covariance structure to estimate or ex-
plain lifetime earnings, aside from some work on the random walk
hypothesis, e.g.. by Fase(1970).
In the next section, the OJT hypothesis is considered in detail, and a
statistical specification is given for its study. In the third section, a model
is developed to provide possible tests for the existence of Oil effects
and estimates of the differences in earnings profile slopes. Next, the para-
metric model is applied to time series data on income for a cohort of
Swedish men with various levels of schooling attairinient. A few results
are also reported on the possible compensatory effectsof OJT for a sample
thy S,.hs artis inequalit).
EJ/''tx, -,)ePI tx,-,) (1(1:
= £[/P((5,- )
Taking square roots @1 the first and l:isi steps vie Ids the tipper hound issericd in the teSi.
337olAmerican men. In a final section, future work that could hecarried 0111
ss ohm this tranicw ork is briefly discussed.
2. Tiii 0Nilii-JOIi IRAI\JN(, fI'i i'Oi II1'SiS
The Oil hypothesis asscrls that systematic diflercncesin Oil lead R)
significant dilrerenees in earnings profiles. iheflvpothesihas been di\-
cussed extensively by MIncer (1970), ss hose empirical workhas been based
exclusively øii first-order statisticsOil earflhiius [)rt)filcS. Iwoimportant
empirical implications follow readily froni thehypothesis. First, differ-
ences in OJT investnient will generate dispersionin the Slopes of earnings
profiles. Second, part of the dispersionin earnings at a given age isa
consequence of dilferen t investments in OJT: those wilt) investheavily in
OJT arc paid less at first than othersof similar economic ability, butthe
earnings of thc former subsequentlyrise rapidly enough and long enough
to compensate them for their lower initialearnings. II ence, Oil isa sv-
tematic corn pensatory mechanism thattends to reduce the relativevaria-
tion in lifetime earnings compared withthe relative variation inannual
earnings. This study is concerned primarily withthe first implication. ihe
time series data on which most of thisstudy is based are tooshort to
evaluate the net extent to which OJTplays a cOillpensi[orv roleinre- ducing the VilriaflCe of lifetimeearnings. Hos ever, the mainsample,
described in detail below, does providedata that yield empirieallsignifi-
cant upper-hound estimates of OJT effectsfor low levels ofschooling attainment the findings indicatethere are systematic andimportant diI fèrences in the speed withwhich individual earningsincrease with experi-
ence. Those find:ngs are compatiblewith the OJT model, butnot with a model !fl which the evolutionìof personal earnings isgenerated primarily by random walk deviationsfrom a common trend.
nicer (1970, 1974) has suggestedthat a SignifIcantSource of the dif ferences in human capitalinvestment arise from dilhrcnees inOJT. which in turn lead to differencesin earnings profiles. Insome jobs, it takes a relatively long time fornew Workers to acquirenormal levels of job skill. Workers entering such jobsmay initially receive lowearnings, correspond- ing to their lownet productiyit' As theyacquire more epericnccand skill, theirearnings risc. Since capitalmarket exchangeOpportunities make current dollarsmore valuable than futuredollars. it can he showii by means ofa simple model that when thelabor market isin equilibrium future earningsmust he high enoughto otiset the low initialearnings in thoSe jobs (in thesciise of equaliiiiigpresent valuesi. Apprenticeshipsfor certain crafts or theestablishnien t ofaprofessional reputation illmedicine or law are examplesof the kinds ofsignifieaii tpost-school investment required in sonic jobs
Consider a model inwhich there isa perfoct capital market,perfoet
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foresight, no nonpecuniary occupationalprelerences. and equal earnings
[)Otefltiuf for a cohort of entrants intOthe labor force, whose members
have the same schooling attainment,in FigureI. earnings profIles are
illustrated for three jobs, a, b. and c, requiringincreasing levels of post-
school OJT investments. I fit isassumed that no additional out-of-pocket
investments are required for any of thesejobs. then the opliniinng behavior
of individuals would generate a labormarket equilibrium in which the
earnings profiles have the same presentvalue: i.e.,J,' e',(T)dT is the
same for i = a, b, cwhere V,(t)is the earnings profile for job i, pis
the market interest rate, and t and lj arethe respective dates of' entry ifltO
and exit from the labor force.
There is little theory to guide us inselecting a particular function.
v(1 ),for the earnings profile, and there is notheoretical neccssitfor the
familof profiles to be linear in the rising portion.Like cost functions,
the earnings profiles presumablydepend on technology and prices.
Mincer's own work (1974, p. 17) with simple,analytically convenient earn-
ings functions often leads to a "crossover(or "overtaking") point i. (or
to a relatively narro" crossoverinterval) for given schooling attainnien t,
and I,retain this assumption in thefollowing development.3 in principle,
3The erossoer concept is particularb relevantfor discussion ot the compensator)
role of OJT, in ishich investment costs are;uhsequcniIy otIsct h higher earning.
rmng Protic ot FquaI-AhilitIndIvidLllk F gil re I1. lnelr ized R king Sector o IID
there islittle tornial justilieation for assuming that earnings profiles of
people with equal ability cross each oilier after the same ii umber ofyears
of job experience, nor is there much reason f>r assuming that thissame
amount of tuneoiild he ippropriate for (Jiflen-ni ('(jiiIkh!l!tv cohorts.
It x e have a Set of equal-ability people with earnings profiles v,(i
)that
have the same present value hut a large dispersion ininitial earninos
r(1), ref1ectiiidiilereiiees in initial OJT. there IS In) iiiaiheiiiatiealneee-
sity for all the i-(t )'s to intersect at the same time, i. (although itmoht
be a reasonable simplification to aSSume that each pair of profileshas only
One intersection). II data'ere available for measurirg earnings profiles of
individuals possessing similar economic ability. it would he possiblestatic-
ticaUy to charaetcrite the strength of the ccii tral tendency ofprofiles of
equal-ability people to cross at the same point. In the statisticalmodel I
develop heloI make the restrictive assumption of a singlecrossover
poini because the model is then easier to ma nipulate and interpret.Sn h-
sequen il),Idiscuss the precise role played by that assumptionin my
statistical tests.
The assu mpton of a linear profile isa cojivenien Ifiction-hi eliis
probably not unduly restrictive Sincexse are concerned primarilyx ith the
extent to which earnings profile slopes differ, formost of the statistical
work we can regard the linear profilesegments as deviations from the
mean earnings profile for the cohort (which has theusual skewed.
inverted-U shape with the ascent in the earlyyears considerably steeper
than the descent in the later years). furtherniore, the time series dataI
analyze here span only sixor seven years rather than the entireearnings
profile.
The empirical relevance of the modelclearly depends on theextent to
which there are systematic differencesin the earnings profiles thatare due
to economic choices made by workers,lithe profiles merely reflectin-
evitable and unalterable increasesin productivity thataccompany job ex-
perience and physical andpsychological maturation and aging,there is
little theoretical gain from describingthe profile as if peoplewere making
investment decisions in OJTonce they entered the labor force, Thesce- nario that accompanies Mincer'sformal OJT niodel(l974)might be inter- preted as if this form of humancapital investment requireda worker to make optimal period-by-periodinvestment decisionsif the worker de- cided to hold his stockof human capitalconstant, his observed earnings would equal potentialearnings and his earningsprofile would be hori- zontal, Itis not possible to inferthe range of Oilinvestment choices available to or actually chosenby workers from themean earnings pro- file ofa cohort withgiven schoolingattainment I-however, the findingof a crossover of mean profiles ofearnings for differentoccupations, given schoolng,ith the initially lowerprofile remaining higherafter the cross- over, would suggest tharthe choice ofa job carries withit an implied
340choice of earnings profile. In that case, competition for jobs should tend
to equalize returns at the margin, with the result that there will he no net
advantage of one profile over the other for workers with similar tastes and
economic ability. Even this information would not indicatehat aIuL,unl
of on-the-job investment workers can elect once they have chosen a job.
Much of the remainder of this paper is devoted to developing and
testing a model that can indicate the maximum economic significance that
OJT could have by determining the extent to which there are systematic
differences in the growth rate of earnings with experience, and to develop-
ing an indirect test of the possible net effect on OJT. based on partial cor-
relations of earnings. There may, of course, be other reasons besides OJT
for differences in the slopes of earnings prohles, for example, differences in
ability or unanticipated excess demand for a parlicular occupation. Time
series data are not available, however, for a more complete specification
of the model by including personal characteristics, for example. which
may themselves he determined in part by previousinvestments in human
capitalso that it could be used to disentangle Oil effects from other dis-
tinct factors related to differences in the slopes of earnings profIles. Hence,
the dispersion in slopes described in this paper provides an upper bound
on OJT effects for the sample cohorts studied.
The simple model of earnings profiles illustrated in FigureIhas
several implications for correlations of earnings from different points
along the profile. In the following discussion it is assumed that time peri-
ods i andj both lie in the time interval where the earnings profiles arc ris-
ing and that I <j. If i. jt, then r> 0. If either i or] is equal to r, r,7 =
o [in a degenerate sense, since the variance of t'(t)0 in this model],
and ifi < t<j,r11 <0.
The model in this form is clearly inadequate for empirical work.
First, there is no tsuch that var = 0 and steadily increases as it
moves in either direction in time away from t,. Second,fragmentary evi-
dence suggests that cohorts of individuals who have the same schooling
attainment and who entered the labor force simultaneously have positive
earnings correlations for all relevant f's and j's. These empirical features
may arise because there ace substantial differencesin the potential eco-
nomic capacity of people at the time the' enter the labor force, whereas in
the model, itis assumed that everyone has the same initial economic
ability. Variation in initial economic capacity can be formally incorpo-
rated into the model by assuming a distribution of earnings at crossover
time and by assuming further that those with the highest earnings at that
time have the highest tdiscountcd) lifetime earnings. It' the variance of this
earnings distribution is large enough, it could mask the simple patterns of'
earnings correlations implied by the initial OJT niodel. Last, there is pre-
sumably substantial residual variability in earnings that must be taken
into account.
341i'hese consjJera tionslead to thefollowingstatistical spceilicat ionof the(lineanied) earningsprohles:
(I) in .(ti U,
In this equation, x, representsearnings in periodi,and time hashee1 translated so that the crossover period1.=0.in, i,andu,are all random
varia bles. ii,, the earnings residualiiiperiodi,is assumed to heti I](() related withinandwfor all LInis assumed to yield theiS[rifcm Of earningsatthe Crossover period i= 0)inthe complete absenceofU,, and represents the distribution of earnings differentialsduetodifferencesit-i economic ability (or earnings potential) otindividuals beft)re theyenter thelabor lorce;inis supposed tocapture geneticand environmentaldit ferences in backgroundas well as earlier investments inhuman capital wdetermines the slope of therising portion of the linearizedearnings pro. file, and is the key element inthis niodel, linking itith the OJThvpothe sis:teis determined h individualsby their Occupation andthe amountof OJT they decide to acquire(to the extent that OJT isa ehoiee variable giventheoccupation an individualenters). If there arelarge,systenl;itic differences in the OJT obtainedby ditieren t workers ina sample, these diflrencesshould bereflectedby acorrespondingly large dispersionof the distributionof it'for the sample members,inandithave no timesubscript (1),since the' are assumed to hespecific tothe individual, anddoriot var alongtheearly segment oftheprofile.
There islttfctheorto guide usin speciling thestatisticalproperties of the earnings residual,ii,,andin the following, Iwill assume thatu, ',-z,;y, is arandomwalkcomponent
where,represents the independent(nontransitory) randomshock; a,,= 0illj,and= if i= j.z, represents a transitoryearnings residual in period i, and Iasslinie a.=0 if i and=a.if I
-jFinall,a, a,.. =0forall Iandj.
Some students ofearnings profiles haveassumed that changesin earnings along theprofile can herepresented ba random walk,hieh correpondstorandom butnontrai1sif()rfactorsthat permaneritlchange the expected levelofearnirigs (e.g.,see Fase 1970 lrextensive 'orkith this model) Theelement v,captures this aspect Theconcept of "tratisi- tor)" 'arlatJojis("h tc noise")in earnings (andincome) has long been usedinthetheoreticalandecononletrie specitie;itio,iofearningsprofiles andz,represents thiscomponentItincorporates nlinoraccidentsiiicj- dental unen1pl)nientand the like,"hiehare assumed toexertan effect on earnii-igs for onlya single period,
342No assumptions have yet been made about o,,. ,the covariance be-
tween the distribution of earnings at crossOVe time s. (tnthe absence of
residual earnings variations arising from u ) and the distribution of slopes
ol the earnings profiles. It seems plausible that high-abilitypeople v ill
have higher earnings arthan people of low ability and may also have an
earnings prohte with a steeper slope because of their capacity to acquire
certain job-related skills more rapidly. PrevioLiS work by Hause (1972)
provides some empirical evidence that a direct measure of' cognitive ability
(from test scores) is positively correlated with the slope of the earnings
profile. At the very least, it seems reasonable to assume o,,,.> 0, andI
maintain this assumption in the following discussion. If we had precise
knowledge of the crossover time, it would be possible to estimate this
covariarice directly from longitudinal data. However, itis impossible in
specification I to identify o,,, and t simultaneously.
The consequences of niisspecifyingt,. can he determined from the
covarianee structure implied by (I). If the age at which crossover is as-
sitmed to take place is underestimated, then the estimate of o,,,would be
too small or even negative, and vice versa if the crossover ageis over-
estimated.4
Although there is no direct way to observe i, Mincer (1974, p. 17)
has shown, for one particular specification of the on-the-job investment
1wish tothank L. A. Lillard for simplifying the notation usedn this derivation
andpointing outan earlierlapse:
X1. - r = 01 + (t- T) w +a
= (ni - rs) + tw +a
(21 = ?fl4 + i %t-f
Hence
var u u['] =
,,,,, = var(m - ru) = a,,,,, -2r,,,,, -+-r2ur,..,,
a,, a,,, = a,,,,
a,,,.,. = (7,,,,, -
and
(Yb) a,,,,, = a,,,,, +2ri7,,,,-i-
(3d) = -
If the crossover is misspecilicd bunderestimating the age at which itis zussunied to take
place.is positi\c. Equations 3 then imply that the covariatice matrix 01 residuals is
unchanged. asis the scalar However, the apparent crossover variance a,,,is
too large if r2 a > Given our assumption that a,,,,0. this occurs > 2m. /
a,,,. (br r > 0), and isalss avs trueif r < 0. Furiherniore. the apparent covariance 01
m and w, is too small (twin 3h). Indeed, a sutlicuently large underestimate of the
crossover age could maketheapparent a,,.,negative, evenitthe truea,,, 0.as
we assumed earlier.Conversely,if the crossoser age us overestimated (- negutisct. the
apparent a,,,, is too large.funetiofl, that/r is an upper hound br 1., wherer is the rate oi
returii on investment in Oil. The keyssuiflptR)fl in his derivationis thatOJT in- vestment is a decreasing function Of time, and thatcurrent earningare equal to the sum of earnings obtainableit hout OJT plusthe productor the interest rate 111 ultipliedhraeciiniu lated ho man capitaland minuscur- rent investmeilt the sum of the last to components is thenSet equalto zero.
if the sample data includea direct nicasu re of abilityas v. elI astime series data on earnings, correlations ofestimated iiiswith thedirect measure should be interpreted with cautionbecause anerror inspecifying iwill lead to an error in estimatingthe "true"crossover rn's.However since misspeciticatiofl of twill not affectit', neither will ital1ctcorreI Lions between w and directly measuredability.
3. ST1iS1lFAiTISTIa,OF TilI OilHYPOThESIS
In this section twoprocedures are consideredFor determiningthe possible existenCe and empiricalsignificance ofinvestment inOil. The lirst procedure is an extensionof the test used fordetermining thepattern of simple correlations ofearnings wheni therearc no residualvariations in earnings or differences inability. The second isan attempt toestimate the dispersion of thet''s from individualtime series ofearnings.
3.1 Testing OilEJjects b' PartialCorrelationsofEarnings
In section 2,we considered thedistribution ofin as reflectingdif- ferences in economicability that wouldhe observedat Iin the absenceof residual earningsvariation, U,. Withthat conditionin mind, welook at the partial correlationof earningsr,., , where i < t< k. If we thinkof observed earningsat tas nieasuring (witherror) economicability, then we would expect thispartial correlationto be negative, inanalogy with the simple correlationof earnings.r< 0, for a cohort of
equakihility people, if i < i,< k. Sincehave no directinformationon the preciseyear of experience at whicht, occurs, wearc led to considerthe sign of thepartial correlation of earningsr,,where i<j <k. This problemis equivalentto determining the signof the regressioncoefficient ofx, in a regressionof 5k on xand x1, whichin turn dependson the sign of thedeterminant:
D = - j .
(T )
The earningsvariance andcovariances in I)can !'' decomposedinto variance andcovariancecomponents ofin (economichiliy), w (slope of the earningsprofile), andu (the randomdisturbance inearnings) through equation I. Ifwe assume therandom term isnot present, then,as shov.n in Appendix A,D - - i)(kj).I) (and thusrkJ)
344is negative, unless m and w are perfectly correlated, inwhich case I) = 0.
This result follows front the assumption<. jk, and from the relation
a,. - = a,,,,,, a,,,, (I - r) >0 (for r,,I). It verities the intui-
tive argument that r,5., shouki be negative by analogy withthe condiuon
r,5<. 0 if i <. z< k, when the variances 01 inand of residual earnings arc
zero, a conclusion that follows from thesimplest OJT model illustrated in
Figure 1. The demonstration that r5.1 must be negative does iwldepend on
the existence of a central crossover time. Basically, it implies asystematic
difference in the parameters of the earnings profiles fromindividual to in-
dividual, which participants in the labor force areplausibly aware of'. hen
they make career choices. Nevertheless, we shall seethat the crossover
feature of the Oil model is very useful for determiningconditions under
which r.3 < 0 when random variations are present,which is certainly the
case in earnings data.5
Some restrictions on the autocovarianee structure of theearnings
residual, u,, are required to draw further conclusions about thedeternii-
nants of the sign of r,5. when we allow brresidual variations in earnings.
In the remainder of this section (3.1), 1 retain the assumptionof section 2
that the earnings residual is the suni of a randoriiwalk. i,, and a "white
noise" component, z,. lii Appendix A I carry out thestraightforward hut
slightly tedious calculation of determinant I) underthis assumption, and
reach the following conclusions: (i) If there is nosystematic dispersion in
the slopes of the eatnings profiles in thismodel, then oand a,,,, are both
zero, and ris positive. (ii) The presence of residual earningsvariation
tends to make it more difficult to observe a negative r1, ,and may over-
whelm this negative component of the OJT mechanism.(iii) Given what-
ever residual variation is present inthe earnings data, a negative value for
TIk.j is more likely to beobserved if earnings data can be obtained at the
crossover time, i,., and for a givennumber of years on each side of it.
In summary, I present a simple qualitative test forstatistical evidence
consistent with the OJT hypothesis that systematic differencesin earnings
profile slopes exist. The test is to determine whether thepartial correlation
of earnings at three different experience levels(r,5.1) is negative. The only
component in our model that can generate anegative r5.1 is o,,,, the sys-
tematic variance of earnings profile slopes. Since thenegative partial cor-
relation may be reduced or outweighed by variance componentsresulting
from random changes in earnings, attention ispaid to earnings data char-
5The relevance of the crossover assumption when random earningsvariations are
present becomes apparent if it is disregarded. and x = in +Lw + u, is interpreted as a un-
eariied approximation of deviations from the mean earningsprofile, with i0 for the time
individuals enter the labor force, and the iii's regarded asdeviations of the intercepts of
the individual profiles from mean initial earnings. Inthis alternative framework. ver\ little
can be said a priori ahoui ihe sign ormagnitude of c,,,,,. and there is no hint of hoss
i, j, and k might be chosen to increase the likelihood ofobserving a negative rlk.).
345a teristies required to cireuni \L'iIIth is problem as far aSP0SSIhle'hUe series data On inc vidual earnines orincome are notItInclaiitand a major reason for developing this testis to provide as a01Ve,if\jit hether s steniatic differencesiii earnines profile Slopesare prescri E wh oiilfragnient:iry tinlu series are available(speeiliealI. earnin.
pOlUts ill tulle).
3..'Iesiingor 011 F//eels hi' Ec!iinatingak,.
If si 1'L:itls rich timeseries data on individual earningsire avail- able, both the slopeparameter of I he individual earningsprofile,Ii, and the constant, in,can he estimated Ironi the simpleregr5çfl:
(I) U,.Ii'I U1
and the iriiportanec' of' one or two standarddeviations of t'in creating earnings differentialsae ross individual earningsprofilesisreadily de- terniined Furthermorequantitative estimates of thepotential enipiriejJ Sinificaneof the OJT-gencritedsystematic diticrences inearnings profile slopes can he made,instead of only thequalita ivc test for Slopediller- enees Proposed in section3.1 above The latterproeeduj-e leadsto an tipper-hound estimate of' thetrue standard deviat:onof w. Theind;vrd1f w's are estimatedfrom short timeseries of earnings (inour work, seven ears), and thuscontain signihcjri samplingvariability Thevariance of these estimated it'sis the suni of' thetrue Variance of'ia rid the varii,]ee of the samplingerror. Since the samplingvariance dependson the length of the indi idualtime series of earnings,itssi/c relativeto the truc variance of it' does notdecrease as thenumber of individualsin the Sample iflereas
0 alternamethods areconsidered fr obtainingreasonable estimates of a, thevariance of theearnings profile slopeparanieterIn the first method,sample infrnitio,ioil theiUtoCOrarji,1cestructure of the earningsresidual (u,) isexploited withoutimposing priorrestrictions on that sirtietureSinceeconomic theoryprovides very littleguidance in the selectk)n ofsuchrcstrnetR)ils, the mainadvantage of th isapproach is thate avoid settingarbitrary ones, Themain disadvantageis that itpro- "ides no basisfor distinguishingbetween theSanipling varianceand true variance of the iv's,In the secondmethod a priorirestrictions are imposed on the alitocotarianec structureof u, thatare strong enoughto identif\ the truevariance of theit'S
If the residualu,'s hadConstant varianceand noautocorrel.j(ion OLS (oruinaryleast squares)and GLS(generajleast squares)esti- mates of the nv'sould be identicalBut it is highls'unlikely that the UI'S would haveno autocorrelationiHence GLSestiniates Shouldbc oh- tamed, Since the)have lesssampling variancethan other linearunbiased 346estimates of the n's, and this property is important in getting aplausible
upper-hound estimate of the true cr,
Regression equationIisleS5 ritten in vector form br the ith mdi-
v dual, with earnings ttnie series of length1
= /hi-I-U1
1i72 ?.i/it
where x1 is the time series of a person's ealil ings. / is thenonrandoni
iiliiI lix
H I... I 1
[TTi.. .Tl1
and f3' = (m1 , wJ, the constant and slope parameters of thei th individ-
ual's earnings profile. It is assumed that the covariance matrix E(u, u) =
is identical for all individuals in the sample From a theorem byRao,
approximate GIS estimates of the individual's can he obtained husing
the empirical covarianec matrix of earnings
= (n - l) (x, - T)(x, -
in lieu of the true (unknown) covarianee matrix of thedisturbances,i, in
the GLS calculation.6 Indeed, it is is not even necessary to estimatethe
6RaO'S theorem. (l967 see also Norlén. 1975 and Appendix B to the presentstudy)
slatesthefollowing: Let the covariance matrixtihave the formtif t4t
hcreis an arbitrary symmetric positive definite matrix and i)ithe true eovari:ince
matrix of the disturbances. Then (LS estimators xtb U and tiare the same A short prool
and other details are gixen in Appendix B.Itfollosxs from Rao's theorem that the
empirical covariance matrix of earnings U may be used for approximateG LS estinlates,
5! flee
= U + ZRn1)i - - 13)17
where E(fl*) is the expected value of Qand 13 ix the mean of the 13's. llius L(U*) sat sties
the conditions of Rao's theorem.
For the formula for in the text,itis assunied that all observational vectors are
complete. Since the data base in most available time series onearnings or ifieoiflcis
modest, the computations cannot be restricted to complete observatiotis.When there are




where the sum is only over the n15 observations for which x1, and .xare present (iis the
subscript for an individual), and the means and are also based on this same set
of observations. For simplicity, the slightly misleading but lesscumbersome notation is re-
tained in the text even when there are missing observational elements.Hoxxescr. the
empirical matrix constructed from the incomplete obscrsations isriot necessarib positive
definite.
347individual parameters and then to compute thet empirical
mitrix Instead, we may calculate this last matrix directly from thesimple
expression (7'-'7)-fl right-hand Corner of iiiis 2 x 2 Ulatrix
isour estimate of as,,, the variance of the profile slopes across ildivithials
while the upper left-hand corner gives an estim atI ol (j,,,,,,, the Variance
the individual regression constants at the crossover little
In the tbcerice of restrictions on ,it is not possible to say hoflinch
of the estimated variance of a, is due to thc trut. x-,iriance of w andho;s
much to sampling variation in; all that can he said is that thisProcedure
provides a reasonable upper-hound estimate ol the true variance ofiiThe
lower-bound estimate of a,,. in the absence of restrictions iszero and is
attained if all the estimated variance is due to samplitig variation
In the alternative procedure, a priori restrictions areimposedotifL I
have already shown that the expected value of the enipiricalcovariance of earnings E(Q*) =+ Z 4)7', where the components of the 2x 2 matrix
4) are associated with the covariance matrix of the,'s, i.e., =(ii -I )
i $,/;.Sinceis a T x T covariance matrix, and 4)is a 2 x 2eovari-
ance matrix, 1has at illOst (1' + 1)1/2 distinctparameters, the same
ii umber as in the empirical eovartance matrix, and '1' hasat most three
distinct parameters. Thus, if enough restrictionsare placed on the pararn-
eters of ,itmaybe possible to identify theparameters oftJ),and Our
estimate of 4) would then he a reasonable estimateof the true covariarice
matrix of the earnings profile parameters. Ourprimary interest is inthe
term in the lower right-hand corner of' the 4)matrix, since thatparameter is identified as the true variancea,,,
In particular, if the hypothesis ismaintained that the disturbarceii,
can be decomposed into a random walk withequal-sized increments, and a constant-variance transitory disturbancez,, thenl depends on two




71n the enipiricat work inthe folloirig Section, thedependent variahie is the devia- lion of an individuat'searnings in period t fromniean earnings of sample nicmbersat period:.Inthat case,Itie means of theindjvjdtialpararlietersw, and m,, equal zero. The GE.S estimate of theparameters for ihith individual is
ZIr '(xi-
In niapproxunate GLS estimate, true tlis replaced byin this formula The empirical COarianee matrix of thc's is (n - I Since
= (n - (x, - T)(x,-
by definitionupon substitution of the (ILSestimate it'r 3.(ii - I) - is obtatned as asserted inihe text.where R1 is the "random walk matrix'' whose ifth element r, isthe
smaller of the numbers (i, j) and lis the T x T identity matrix, with a
diagonal of l's. T bus the covariance matrix ol earningsdepends on live
distinct parameters (the two from i and the three trom1), and tis pos-
sible to identify o,,., itT > 3msection 4, I consider several other s;mpte
restrictions on the parameters ofthat make it posshle to estimate .
4. Ri.sutT.s iioiS1ATisTIc!. C,\icuATIONS FOROJT Enu(r.s
The empirical results discussed here are based oncohorts of men.
Within each cohort, there is little variance in age(and presumably, in
years of post-school employmentexperience), and all the members have
the same level of schooling attainment. Mostof the calculations reported
here utilize subsamples of the Swedish Low-IncomeCommission Study
(Laginkomstutredniflgefl LIU), for individuals born between1936 and
1941. The schooling attainment subsamplesinclude graduates of the
Swedish elementary school (/kilkskola) whoterminated their formal ed-
ucatioil approximately at age 14,folkskola graduates who then had some
additional vocational training, graduates of secondaryschool (rea/skola),
and realskola graduates with additional vocational training.Samples for
gy?nnaswln graduates or those withacademic or protssional degrees were
too small for study. Taxable income appears tobe an adequate surrogate
for earnings for the segment of the earningsproille I analyzed. The taxable
incomes are divided b' the Swedish consumerprice index, and the time
index on which the earnings regressions arecalculated is based on age
rather than calendar year in which income wasreceived. This procedure
neglects the possible effect of annual increases in laborproductivity for the
Swedish economy. It is assumed this factor can bedisregarded for seven-
year cohort data. It is also assumedthat within schooling levels, age is a
good proxy for post-school employment experience.Taxable income data
for 195 1-1966 (except 1959) were obtained fromofficial Swedish records.
The regression calculations were begun at age 22.Earlier than that, there
is enormous noise in the taxable income databecause individuals with
schooling below university level usually fulfill theircompulsory military
service whentheyare between 19 and 20 yearsold.
4.1Diffi'rences in Earnings Profiles within Schooling Attainineflt Classes
We consider first a series of alternative estimatesof u, which is the
variance of the slope of the earnings (taxableincome) profiles about the
empirical mean profile for the cohort of elementaryschool graduates in
the regression equation:
(I)'' = nl -4-ii' IH-
whereis the empirical mean at timeI.
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fIlEct A of table I, asimpk 0 IS (tirdiiiarv leastq1iares) rcgrc.j
was run foreach individual andthi. nlLans arid st;tiitlard deviations of u
were calculated orall iiRIi' duals frtirii theestimated rcercsmoriparanm_
eters.Onlyobservitfituls for slimcli taxable income iiiI he period cxcee(led
5,0(10 Swedish kronor(Ski)crc included.1 hemajordcte-t of 01.5.
that it takes liD accountof the e4)Variancc structure of u, and that leads
unnecessarily large errors ii! tileestimates of ni arid it' in the iridIVidu1jl re-
gressionS. As aresult, the calculated Value of iiteiids to he e\agterat
Set B consists of three approx mate(i LS regressions based on Rat)5
theorem, usingtheempiricalcOVariItnCe of earnings
Insection3 it was shown that E(t*) satisfies Raos theorem,it
artlued there that these estimates provide the basis for iii upper-hou
estimate for the Staildard deviation ofmm' across mdi vtd uals, SiI)Citis not
possible to distinguish the samping variahilitof the estimated m%''[q
'the variation of the trite mndivtdua Iu's. I lowever. these estii)lates should
he superior to the OLS estini ates, SI11CC we expect the sampling Variance
of the estimated It'Stohe lesswith GLS.In thethreeregreSsions inthisset
it is required that individuals have respectivetaxablelt12Oil1C55,000 Ski
3.000 Skr, and > 0 Ski, in order to test whether a truncation point for
taxable income sermousls modifies v
In set C'. Four alternative restrictions are imposed on the eOvariarce
matrix of the disturbances, ,in an attempt to distinguish between the
true variance of the individual profile parameters and the sampling
variance. In the first three cases itis assumed that u, is a simp!e moving
average of independent disturbances,: in case ('I, At1:in ease ('2,
= X, + Orand in ease ('3, u, =At, +ü1-- , .In each ease,is
assumed to be norniallv and independently distributed, with zero mean
and unit variance. In the last case, ('4, u,v,A z, where r, is a randoni
walk:
= -y: both, and z, are nornialldistributed, independent.
and have zero mean and unit variance. The explicit form offor ('4as
given in equation 7, with A!= IT:: and
2a,,. The form of the covarance
matrix of earninis is assumed to he ZZ' + ,where the 2 x 1 matrix 7
hasalreadybeen given, following equationI'.The lower right-hand ele-
ment of the i' matrix, 1'22, is taken as the estimate ofn ,conditional on
the a priori restrictions on t
Th parameters ot 't' arid It ace estimatedri this siudhstCIL'hteit OlS by rercIng
the25 eternents olthetriangular portion 01the ma1r\ (c\cludiIIu thoc abos c the principal
diagonal)on the correspond;ngelenieritsut the paramek'riied aiiern,itoes of /F!

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ta blecontains the results obtained from thdi fleren tCStiiiiafjg
procedures. The most important estimates for Eli is studyare fr the
dard deviation of the earnings profile slope. it, Over iridivid1II5. Thedif_ lrence between the OLS and correspon (hh1 C esti iflUes (first
t entries in Table I) is small, and itis uiilikeithat it is 5ttIstit!!
cant at ntini significance levels for this cohort. Ilo%ever, theGL.s estimate is the smaller of the two, as expected, since (ILSFiloiC
than OLS. The level at which the income Series is trtinicateci (setII esti- mates) makes little dificrence in the result.
The set C estimates tr xo. are all smaller thanthose forsets A anrj B, again as expected, since the method byhich the sc C
estifliates are obtained is intended to result in a direct estimateof the true
Variance of the ii's by explicitly estimating the residualprocess parameters
I fin set B, we take one standard deviation ofd iflrence inthe profik slope for five yeals, for onlthose with taxableiliCoflIe 5,000 Skr,s; obtain a change in relative incomesof 2,750 Skrempirically asubstantj'if difference. However, this estimate isa reasonable upper hound,
because it incorporates the sampling variation in thei's. The randomwalk estimate C4, provides a corresponding live-scar eflèct of 2.400 Sk r, svhich is stilla fairly large empirical difference.Since the set (cstinnttcsattempt to allos for sampling variation, the readermay find them morepersuasi'e Three sets of estimates of thestandard deviation oftheregressjo constant are provided, correspondingto three ditlerentcrossover ages, since, as was pointed out insection 3. the value of' theconstant dependson the origin of the timevector associated withtaxable income. cor- responds to / = 0 at age 22. the first term in the
income profile data used in these calculationsThere is rio basis forassu ruing thatcrossoer occurs at this youngage. Indeed, the estimatedcovariance of it anda,. &, is substantial andnegative, contrary toother theoreticalconsider,j tions and directempirical evidence that thecorrelation betweenability and the slope of theearnings profile is positive(see, e.g, Hause l972. In Table I,incorrespon(js to crossoverat age 24. andnzto age 27. Even for 0 at 24. theCovariance term is,itt1 oneesception, negative in sets A and B,although itis very small(and prohablnot signiticantl dilTerent fromzero). 'This resultmay be inferred fromthe magnitude of r. for sets A and II inthe table. Howeverfor crossoverat age 27. all the coefficients are positive,and exceed 0 6.
Set C estimates ofthe standarddeviatjns ofm, nand are sub- stantially different fromthe correspondingA and II estimates Thisdif- ference may reflectidentificationproblems in anadequate parametric specification ofIn that case, itis very doubtful thatthe set C estimates
9One CompIicjm10arises in the caseinis hjh tiassunied io he itic ctmihnution of a random siatkand a transltor'
dIsturhane Since thedata dni pick up the taab!eof' vo,,,,, are relevant. It is interesting to note that the setC' estimateS of
r,,,, and r,,,.. change from negative values to large positive ones, as
i. is assumed to occur at ages 22.24, and 27. respectively.'0
o Since the method used to estimate the set C' parameters is verycrude
(see footnote 6), it is desirable to determinewhether the estimated palitm-
S eters of the restricted residual covariance matrixare reasonable. The
it square roots of the estimatedvariance components ofmay he inter-
- preted as standard deviations of the random variablesgenerating the in-
come disturbances. The contemporaneoustransitory deviation varies from
1,320 Skr (second-order moving average model, C3 to1,060 Skr (model
e with random walk and white noise, C4.° These twostandard deviations
are 13.0 percent and 10.4 percent,respectively, of the mean income of ele-
mentary school graduates at age 26.Transitory income disturbances of
this magnitude seem possible for youngmale workers in this age interval.
/', the standard deviation of the increment of the randomwalk in C4,
is 660 Skr, which is 6.5 percent of nican income at age26. Reasonably
enough, the transitory disturbance has asubstantially liirger standard
deviation. That estimate of v'can be compared with oneobtained by
Fase (1970), who reports a standard deviationof about 3.5 percent of
mean salary for elementaryschool graduates in his statistical study of
salaried white collar workers. Fase's estimates arebased on data for two
adjacent years for white collar workers of all ages,and he assumes only a
random walk disturbance. Given his sample, itis not surprising that he
obtained a smaller estimate for v'for Dutch workers than mine. Still,
the Dutch and Swedish estimates aresufficiently similar and the size
plausible enough to suggest that the crudetechnique used For the set C
estimates yields reasonable results.'2
income piotik at the beginning of labor force participation.it seems piiusihlc that the
randomwalkfor the initial data pointwillhave already progressed to a level where the
variance from the first (and subsequent) years should augment0 byjalI'. (In this for-
niulaIisto he interpreted as a 1'-dimensonalcolumn vcetOr ofI's.) But p cannot he
identified, sincephcannot be distinguished fromII.1-lencethe estimated
Cannot be assumed to he a good estimate acrossindividuals of the variance ofin.the con-
stant parameter in the regressions of(I).in specification ('4.
iOushould be noted in passing that the estimatedr,,,,,From('4is +0.98it'the
true crossoser is assunied to occur at age 32.This value seems unreasonably high for the
correlation of the ability levelssith slope. If crossover is assumed to occur at ages25
or26. more modest positive correlations arc obtained that seem moreplausible for indi-
cating an estimate of crossover age.
The corresponding deviation for the white noise model(Cl)isI,2X Skr. and for
the first-order moving average model ( ('2t. it ,s 1270Skr, The first-order lagged dev,at,on
for model ('2is570 St rfor ('3,itis660 Skr. The second-order lagged deviation for
(3 is 440SkL
t2An unsuccessful attempt was made to compute similar estiniatesfor two additional
cohorts of individuals ssith higher levelsofsenooling attainment. The samples were very
small, and the GLS procedure yieldedlargerestimates of the profile slope variance than
the OLS estimates, This anomalous resititisdue to incomplete observations vectors for
computing the empirical eovariance matrix of earnings.Appendix B shows that the ditl'er-
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liiialls. s cCisilier a spriiikling ofestimates of p;irtiileliUielal,4)li eoclhcicnt5 of rrlconle orc rmis, r0, ,here the tune iridesessalistthe euditifihiI/ AA major I)iirl)Ose ol eetion .ttiii the (lI5Cii55iii ot
satistic,iI testilic ot the Oil lipotiiesissas to develop a Procedurethai could be used s oh Jr!!neiitarv e:iruuings prohiL tI.ii;u(eoiusistjnc ot earn-
) mnefor at least three diflrentpoints along the profile)1 ic ptirpoeof tile test was to (letermliil!e whetheranysvsteiivatk Oil eliets thatniiJit be f)re.seiiLiiithe data sere strongcnonch to overconue the eflectof tue stochastic residual earninsvariable,iii,therebyddiiiia lle!ate sign for the partial correlationin the discussionthcj-e,it.is coneln(kd that tinder severalxpecifieatuins, the bet0PoortuniIfor Oh- sers irui1 a net Oil efleet (i.e..a r1CIativeT,,)t)cctirs/ arid A areon op. Posite sides id! arid1 ISeveral sets ot partialeorretat,oii5coinputeil tioiii a falternative samplesare shown iii Fable 2.
The partial correlationsfor the first tsvo samplesare iiililuist eas',s hased on s'crsmall riuniliers oJohservatjoiisand are erratie Mosj01lie eoeflieicjits are positive, andthiedo riot, asav hole,provide snpporttcii- [lie StipposjtRuthat gross Ui Iet]cets are strong eiotighito OiItejgli liii' r,indoiii residual variahrlitin earninrs. SampleProvides siroll0eistip- port br OJi elkets\illiiiisehoohmigattahiliiieii( Classes. Recalledfull- tulie earnings datamay have sonic errorin ilieasnreniemjtbut recalling ma' efleeti\ely reduce thetraiisitoryearnings variations (liartend to rilask Ofl efFects. Fhieparametric approach of estiillatiiigshiindiurtl deviations uireirriiiigs profile slol)esIS Obvioii5lyIllore appealing br deteriiii,njiitile potential ernnpirieilsignhlieanee ol Oil, hutlurther appiiea(jr)n orthe Partial correl,itiorttest tr the Potentialexistence oi net OJF elFeetsnia he wtirths%hiie forIragmemitar cohort dataon earnings. The negativepartial eorrelitiori5 do1101Prove tile CXistenee ol OJT eflect(inieltidinig tilepossible elket otSVsteiiia tie(1 ilIereneesiii oceu pa- tional Proliles olculurse)but tiler l)r0itIeevidence that theearniligs Pro- file Slopes (liflcrSySteIllatieaIlv svithin selioolinat[:Ijiimeiit classes. Jo the extent that a .sariiplerneiiiher couldanticipate theseSVst('nla(je (lificre,ieu:s at the (nine lieentererl tire labor force,it would heespeeteul that heouild liase taken thieniinto account iiiconsidering the relativeattrictiveiics ol (iilkren t careers
(IiL iliOtS .uiiitOuc (dSdiperijuilIiric Ilici e.iiri mtiL-
P.r,iiuicicr ipisnivciilRtcii,uiiit C(ilupttie otier;nii,ii5CC)uc Prcui. 111(1itii',
rciiti tii)t(lto; butt; tirre-rodsiui;ittsiuuiptA;;uiie;tiJ)ilu ohi3O;;esiIll;,ticstur uitu, sct,i;tintcct\ ;ni.itouu;slutFicsd(clii!1;Oc. S;;j; Lflis;lcLdI;jjprot;,;hI,;i,i;iu
iii flhis;nugihscrv;;i;;;;;(AOl I2
Psniii (iijiisl I \iioi'5S iiil.SR'SIN(,is (hR IN( 050) Al out RI '.iAi,l S
S.I) li-si iS 1)1Si lliiiiul\i, Al usu'.stu '.0
tI-ui u,1111-Si i.i isAlIt- Ni situ iiiiiOust i&s suit 55u'.Sssui't I
tillSt list I1II'IS(iir (011111 stuNt)lii11A)
Fdusatttiii.tl
Rc,tlskul:t '21,28.24 '24,28 26
176
7] 101
Realskoia and '2128.25 '24,28.26
ocational scltOoi (11)7 .397
[13] I
.wutp/u 2
IolkskiIi plus '27.3 L21)r)734)) '26,39.3 I '3039 15
iolkskola and .312 - .108 90
vjc.itional school [I ShI [114] [92] [Y0[
Rcatskola plus '28,34.3) '26,39.31 '26,39.35'3),393 '34 t) 37
realskola and 220 . II K 59 .008 .752
vocational school [28] [I (uj [16] [IS] 161
Samp! 3 '65,55.60'60,50.55
Nonhugh school - .082 .266
graduate [60]
I huh school graduate -.346 - .023
117]
Stone college - .046 - .0(4
[51]




itt our inure degrees [47]
Source S.iiitpleIsrunt the suhet of 1.112 data used intableISample 2is tronl
another subset oF the 1112 sample ol menhorn 1924 (928. ss tihneoumle tl.tti eolleted hs
Lriksoui (19701. Sample 3 is From data collectedhDaniel C. Rogers. hmOutI) on (onnectivut
eighth graders in 1935. The pirtial correlations arcmIll recalled full-tune earnings
mm
(or 1950. 1955, 960, and 965. The subscripts onthe partial correlations in simple 3ire for
calendr year, not ane. Assuniitmu eighthgr.it1cr.are about 14 searsitt theorrcjRiiitliiig
partial correlation suhs-cripts br age uu;tild heroiglIs '44,34 10 antI ''i.2l.20.
4.2('oinpensalor.t'LIIeeLs 1)1 (3,/I on I.ifrlinu'Re/olive kariiuig.'
As Iti iseUSsed tn the I ntrodttctiofl,the secouid lllaj&)rlIlt plit.'attOli of
the OJT model concerns thepossible eompensa)O1Y role playc(l bOil in




lolk skota '17,28.22 '18,28 22 '21,28 14 p22,28.24 '24,28.26
-- .004 .0I -- .036 .016
(221 [23[ [$7J [12] [5(
I&ilkskola and '2128.26 '24,28.26'24,28.27
\i)Citii)i1.tl sclititil 004 .173 - .504
(II] (14] [14].1
I
variability in a single year. Crude estimatesol that elket can he oblaille(l
Iusing the Rocrs sample. Iii the modeldeveloped in seCtion 2, therearc
/two
factors that tend to make the standard deviationof the loearjthiii (11
discounted lifetime earnings smaller thanthe corresponding deviationfor (Ia single year. One is competitive behavior,Inch fends to equali,eth
Jcconomi returns from career -hoices WithCjIfi1iIi'S profiles of1ifkreiit
shapes, as exemplified by thc OJTmodel. The other is randomvariation in
the profile due to transitory fluctuations.The fatter becomesrelativeh' less
important since it tends to heaveraged out in the computationof dis-
counted lifetime earnings, which isa weighted average of single-yearearn-
ings. The relative importance ol thetwo cannot he determined unlessesti- mates of the Variance of thetransitory component are available.Hosever the transitory randomterm is expected to he small in theRogers sample
because it contains dataon full-ti me, not actual, earnings. Themain detCct of the sample is that theearnings data approximatelyspan the ages from 29 through 44years at five-year intervals. Althoughmost members in the sample had their civiliancareers delayed because of militaryservice during World War II, a iiiuch bettertest of the potential Oil elIcctscould he made if earnings datawere available beginning atage 25 for the college
graduates, and evenyounger for those with less schoolingSpecificallyi expect this data limitation reducesour ability to in fercompensator OJT effects.
Table 3 containssome estini ites of the standarddeviation of the natural logarithm of earningsat ages 29 and 44, and thestandard devia-
TABlE 3
I\'ARi.\fliiiy (IF AN ki.ANi) Dis(o(,rmn) I:i\l\(;5
Standarf E)eviat)J) ol
N a iu rat Log a ri thin ol Fa rn logs
I)nscoun((Cot. 4 Less No. ol -Cot. 3)/ Schooling Ohcerviiions(Age '- 29)tAge44)4,8",, Cot 3 Attainmeni (I) (2) (3) (4)(5) (6)
Non-h
graduak 55 .27 High school graduut 115
Some College 50
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5.Possinit;f:xlr\su)Ns
The crilpirictil resultsreported in the precedingSection provide evi- dence consistents ith two impoi tautimplications of' the OJThvpoths5 First, reasonableupper-hound estimates oFOJTeffects 'erc obtainedthat suggest suhstttntjil systematicdispersion in earningsprofile Slopes for ss orkers in their ts enties,even alter controlling foredUcation;il attain- ment. Second. one sampleprovides evidence thatdiscotii]te(f liftimeearn- ings vary less thatisingle-year earnings,a finding compatiblew ith the hypothesis that OJT hasa compensatory effecton liftime earnings Both features reflectslgriilicant structure inearnings profiles thatcannot he directlobserved incross-seetjo,ial data, andillustrate the importance that longitudilldata have foruncovering thecovari)nee structureof earnings.However,much remains to hedone in vcrilingand extending these resultsprovide! appropriatelongitudinal datasets that cover the lila cycle ofearnings ntorecompletely. and thatprovide more lillornialion on personiI characteristicsthat aflet labormarket produetvit In the modeldeveloped insection 2, tileParameterInuleasu re,s earn- ings at theerossovet- point in theabsence of randoms'a nation, and it55,15 assijilied that n iseorrehtted withceononhic ability (earningspotential).
41tc ou !d ulso be usefulto lest d reetlfor positive cOrrelationol the estjnt,itcd II'S kitli,peelllc measure ofeconomic ahilit. A signhlientiil
positive retjlt sould help explain niearlier finding (HuseI 912) that theeI1ci of ahclit von earn ilgshec. onies Sironger with increasingjob experience
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It is not easy to test this assumption directly evenif an adequate inde-
pendent measure of ability is available. The age atwhich crossover occurs,
i,, is not observable, and inthe present study I interred this age hre-
quiring a modest, postuve cus arRilceof at and a. Ias led to this by the
assumption, based on an earlier study ofmine (1-lause 1972). that there is
a modest positive correlationbetween mcastircd ability and the slope ot
the earnings profile. Since the value computed for independs on the age at
which crossover is assunied to take place, a test forthe correlation of the
calculated in and independently measured abilitydoes not provide a very
convincing test of my interpretation of in becausethe requirement that
be positive had already been imposed. The exactstatus of the cross-
over concept for future workis not very clear. To the extent that there is a
central tendency for earnings profiles to crosseach other over a relatively
narrow interval ofjoh experience,the concept appears to he a convenient
construct. The results of the test for a negativepartial correlation of earn-
ings as evidence of' OJT effects, developed in section3. Iindicated that the
crossover characteristic is usefulfor determining points along the earnings
profile where a negative partial correlatjon is mostlikely to occur, It
would be worthwhile to consider additionalstatistical procedures to char-
acterize the exteilt to which there is acentral interval where the profiles
cross.
Another topic for future research is therelation of personal char-
acteristics to different earnings profiles. In mostempirical work, earnings
or the logarithm of earnings for asingle year are regressed on a set of ex-
planatory variables including sonic ft!nclionof' years of experience unless
the variance of the experience variable is verylow in the sample. 1 hese re-
gressioli functions provide sonicinsight into personal characteristics asso-
ciated with earnings. hut the)' do not takeinto account that these char-
acteristics define the potential earningsprofiles available to individLials,
not just the earnings for a single year.For example, the availability of
financial resources to he invested in h unian capital orof personal ahilittes
are both characteristicsthat affect the kasible investment strategiesby
affecting both costs and returns. A simpleanalogy with financial invest-
ments illustrates the point: Even if to companies have the sameearnings
per share, their price-earnings ratios canstill differ greatly because in-
vestors' expectations about the prospects forfuture earnings are different
for each. Similarly, two persons whose earnings arethe same at a pai ticu-
far time may have very different earnings prospects.However, the serial
correlation of personal earnings is presumablysubstantially higher than
The tendency for the ability coefficient to become stronger sith work experience could
reflect a steeper slope of the earnings profile forthose with greater ability, as is suggested
in the text, It is also possible that the profile of moreable people continues to rise over
a longer interval of time asthey successfully demonstrate their superior capaca)through
job performances and become elgihlc for furtheradvancenieflt.
-; sg)
Li
the serial correlation of cofllp:iny earnings: SOOne VCilI of earnines data
for an individual may have greater prcdieiivepower than one year ofeoi
pany earnings.
A final problem that warrants more studsrelates tothe stroim
aSSumption that the covariancc structure of itsidua/ earnings(alter ex-
cluding OJT ability) is the same for all members ofa givenschooling
cohort. his presumably better to make this assumptionthan to carryout
the estimation of the earnings profile slopesasitnothing were known
about the covariance structure, which is thetacit assumption in OLS
estimation. Still, I expect there is some dil1renieein the residualcovari. ance structure, depending on occupation, personalcharacteristics, or both
If sufficiently large samplesare available, it would he desirableto eval-
uate the diflèrences that max' exist in the residualCovariaflee matrix. This
matrix is of great interest in itsown right, since itis our estiniate ofthe risk and uncertainty in theearnings stream faced h' individualsonce we have accounted as thoroughlyas we can for systematic structuraleVolu- tion of earnings the individualsmay he able to predict.
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APPFNI)IX A: rFC}INICAI. NOTESON IESTIN(1 FOR OJT EFFECIS
FROi PARTIAL. CORRELATIONSOF EARNINGS
Negative partial correlations ofearnings (i.1, where i<j <k) pro- 'ide evidence of systematicslope difFerences in individualearnings pro- files consistent with theOil model. In this appendixI outline the formal
arguments that determine the conditionsunder whichr,.1< 0 is most likely to be observed. Icommented in section 3.1 that thesign of ris de- termined by the sign of thedeterminant 0=(a, O,) where the a's denotevariances and covariancesof earnings in periodsi, j, and k.
Given equation 1in the main text forindividual earnings, thecovari- alice of earnings for periodsgand h (which may he theSame), is
(A-I) = a,+gha+(g + /z)a+
whereamm, ama,and qare the variances of,n, w, andU,:aandgh are the correspondingcovarjances and the timeorigin is at thecrossover point, i,= 0. Substituting the terms fromA-Iinto the determinant 0, we obtain
(A-2) D
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+ c,[ikcJ1 -1- - k a )
-t-, -i-(1-k) (j + A)- (1 ± i) rr, I
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In the absence of random disturbances. u,only term a in equation
A-2 is nonzero, and the main text showsthat this term isnecesSaril)
negative unless there is perfect correlationbetween in arid w (or unless
o,. ormmis zero). It is necessary to impose somerestrictiOnS on the
autOcoVafianCe structure o[theu,'s in order to deduce further conclusions
from equation A-2. In this appendixI assume that u, has the relative!)
simple structure u, =j', +z, whereandZhare uncorrelated for all
g and Ii,', is a random walk, and :,is a white noise, i.e., has zero auto-
correlation. With this specification."h= for g < Ii;r = ±
For the pure random walk, gVg< for g <Ii. tinder these as-
It was established that term a' is negative.ii' only thebite noise
disturbance z1 is present. then itis necessary to determine the effectof
component b' on the sign of U, andthus of r.1. The first term of the
coeflicient ofSJ:.iso-,,, which is positive.II.i <j0 < k, the sec-
ond term of this coefficient is negative,and achieves its maximum value
for a given time interval kwhen i and A are equidistant from t, i.e.,
whenII= A. For thesevalues of I and A, (I-i- A),. = 0. Thus the
opportunity of observing a negative rd., isenhanced if we havej = 0and
= k. These circumstancesshould maximize the probability of detecting
the influence of OJT with a white noise.
On thother hand, if only the random walkdisturbance', is present.
then it is necessary to determine theeliect of component c' on the sign
of r1. In c', the coclilcient of o,. must bepositive, since for a random
walk > for] > i. We have already indicated why is expected




sumptions we obtain from equation A-2:
(A-2') I) =
(a')(r,,,c,,.2j(j -i)(k - j)
(b')+ki,,,,., + ika,,,. +(I +k)iJmj 0rj
(c')+a[i(k - )1i + 1(1 - k)c.]
)-
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first term in e' is obviouslynegative ii/ = 0 and I/ A str()n1
assertion can he ruade about the first terni ofcthe uneorrelat.dnio111 shoeks,that generate the randomaIk hate constantvarm,. With thisdditnon1I asuniption the LL)elliciciitOiain iis I(ji)(A/ )a s here iis the period of entrin to the labor force. ihis
Cflieieni. clearfnegative far t //. k (rennem herini that 1) is flCttjv)
and the magnitude of the coefficientis nlaximi,cd tra giventime interval k -/ ii k- j = j 1.Finally, the terni a,a., whichineeessiriI positie, appears if both random; :nlk and white noise disttirhancs are present.
This anafsns leads to theconclusion that the likelihoo(jof obser iii 0isgreatestfor agiven time intervalk --/if'i t,= i= k. The obstacle to ohservinthe negative partialcorrel:itjon steiih Ironi the positive ternis
'm1.1,Uv,U::,anda,,,(kf)(a (7).
The last of these termsmay not he vertnnportan tifa,,,is smallIt can he observed directlfrom eq nation A-2' thatif' there is nosvstcniatje dispersion in the slopes ofthe earnins profiles,aand are both Ler, and rIk.)0, COntrary to the implicationoft he OJT part ofthe model. What if the autocorrelationistructure of u, assurues sonic other form? It can he shoii that as long as the logof the a Li tocorrelalionIn nction is convex, r10 if a= 0, n.e., if the profile slopesdo not (fillersvs- ten1atjejhl
A Pr'n\DI\B: AN APpI.IcATONOF A TIIFOREMFOR Lt1.AR UNIIJASI.i)ESTISIAFIONorR E(iRFSS1\COr,:lj(I,. 'srs INT tiE (RRti.Fi;i)('ASI:
By URBAN NoRI,:\
A a applc of a theorem byRao (I 9671 hrgenerali,ed least squares (G l.S) estimationis shown tofacilitate theProcedure far esti- mating a set ofregression coellicients GLSestimation illits Original form invof es thedisturbance covariaficematrix which is iinknowni here. With Rao's theoremas a point of departtirewe select aniothercovarianice matrix and Use it in placeof the disturbanceeovariice matrix Thereplacement matrix is selectedfroni a class ofcovariance matricesas given by the theorem andith theproperty that they allleave the (u.Sesliniatcs Unaffected
I.
We considerthe generalj,linear regressi,iin odd
1'=/3+ filwppj
362
(1)'er here FISthe observation vector on the dependent variable./ Na given
liii observation matrix on the independent variables of rank p(1),is the
ith celor ol parameters to he estimated, anda disturbanceector: F has
the them vector and positive delirute covariance matrix
I'( i')
i: - /$)(' - /iY =
respectively. We shtll he concerned with the (3 [S estimator
b = 7)
of$, which is the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) with covariance
iiatrix
E(h - -)' = (Z''7)
One difficulty in employing this estimator is that the matrixmust he
known, at least up to a tactor of proportionality. ih is knowledge is often
hard to get. in practice. therefore, this problem has olten led to use ol
the usually less efficient least squares (LS) estimator
60= (ZZ)'Z'v
with covarianec iii atrix
E(h° -)(h°)' = (Z'Z) '/'Z(Z/y'
hich in general is larger than (5) in the sense that the difference het'seen
(7)and (5) is a positive definite matrix. In Some of these problem situa-
tions. however, the l'ollowing theorem by Rao (1967) may be used in ob-
taining (3 [S estimates ofalthough the disturbance matrix stillis un-
known. When 7 andi are ol full rank the theorem may he stated as
folIo w s.
THEOREM (Rao1967):Let X be a T x- p)matrix of rank
Tp such that X 7 = 0, and let1* be a matrix of the torm
=- ZZ' +XIX'L
whereandare arbitrary. Then the (3LS estimator with Uis the
same as that for 1.
lithe matrix
A = I + Zi-'Z
is nonsingular, a simple proof of sufficiency may he given. Consider the
identity
il (p.iQ*J))*-i= (?Z/' +












Cs(II) = (I/Q /)/S2* I
i
Postni uitiplicatioii of (12) b Z. andin vertiliC
(7')*7)-I= (7'l?7)1,
vh cli combinedith (12) establishes the reLition
(Zi* 7) Z'2= (ZiZ) 'Z'
i.e., the G LS estimator with !2*and that br 2 are thesame.
In passing we notice thatair iniportant class olcovarianee matrices is defined h(8)ith=/. lor these covarjancematrices for G LS and OLS estimatorsare the same.
2. .-lpplicwio,,
In the application of Rao'stheorem to thepresent studthe ob- served income iii at rix
=L (,ry
is used in place offor making UpproximacCi l.S estimatesThe cx- peeled value of th is matrix
E(S) ' +
belongs to theeq uivalericc class (8) that5% as shown to leavethe (itS estimates unaffected
The expected differenCein the "ariabjhitof the OLS andapproxiniit GLS paranleterestimates can he shownanalytically Onemeasure of the ditlrence is
D=1
= (Z'Zy'Z'SZ(y'/y!- ((Z'S'Z)
where his the OLSestimate, given inequation (6), and b, is theapproxi- mate GLS estimateof the rcgressjncoefficients for individuali.This nlatrix is in generala positive definiteIliatrix.
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